Sentence predictability modulates cortical response to phonetic ambiguity
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ABSTRACT

Phonetic categories have undefined edges, such that individual tokens that belong to different speech sound categories may occupy the same region in acoustic space. In continuous speech, there are multiple sources of top-down information (e.g., lexical, semantic) that help to resolve the identity of an ambiguous phoneme. Of interest is how these top-down constraints interact with ambiguity at the phonetic level. In the current fMRI study, participants passively listened to sentences that varied in semantic predictability and in the amount of naturally-occurring phonetic competition. The left middle frontal gyrus, angular gyrus, and anterior inferior frontal gyrus were sensitive to both semantic predictability and the degree of phonetic competition. Notably, greater phonetic competition within non-predictive contexts resulted in a negatively-graded neural response. We suggest that uncertainty at the phonetic-acoustic level interacts with uncertainty at the semantic level—perhaps due to a failure of the network to construct a coherent meaning.

1. Introduction

Variability is an intrinsic property of perception—perceptual categories, be they visual objects (e.g., trees/bushes), facial expressions (e.g., anger/fear), or speech sounds (e.g., d/t) tend to partially overlap. The job of the perceiver is to balance variable or probabilistic information in the bottom-up signal with constraints imposed by context or expectation. In spoken language processing it is well established that no two productions of the same phoneme are identical (e.g., Chodroff & Wilson, 2017; Peterson & Barney, 1952), even in intelligible speech. An intriguing question is how sentence context influences a listener’s ability to resolve phonetic uncertainty to choose the correct word. Highly-predictive contexts could help guide listeners towards likely lexical candidates and thus assist in resolving potential phonetic ambiguity. Consider the sentence “he placed the saddle on the horse.” Context leads listeners to the final word, “horse,” and away from phonetic competitors like “hearse.” On the other hand, in a sentence like “the bride needed to win the horse,” context insufficiently constrains these two possible interpretations of the final word. In the current study, we examine how ambiguity at the phonetic level interacts with sentence-level semantic predictability. Specifically, we ask whether sentence predictability modulates neural sensitivity to overlapping phonetic categories in continuous, naturally-produced speech.

Speech sound categories, even those belonging to a single talker, overlap substantially. In English, this is especially true for vowel categories by virtue of the language’s relatively large vowel inventory (Bradlow, 1995). A single token (e.g., the vowel in “kit”) might land in an acoustic space also occupied by vowels of other categories (such as those in “cut,” “cot,” “cat,” etc.). In contemporary models of language processing (Davis & Sohoglu, 2019; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris & McQueen, 2008), indeterminacy at the phonetic level cascades to the lexical level—meaning that the acoustics for one token (e.g., “kit”) will also activate a set of partially overlapping alternative words that compete for selection. The prediction that phonetic ambiguity also leads to lexical ambiguity is well supported by behavioral data—eventually ambiguity at the phonetic level slows access to the intended word, shows evidence of activating competing lexical alternatives, and introduces a processing cost that is observable in physiological measures such as pupil size (e.g., Kuchinsky et al., 2013; McMurray et al., 2002).

This processing cost is also observable in the neural systems that are sensitive to phonetic competition, with increasing activation associated with increasing phonetic ambiguity. These regions include those linked to phonetic processing (the superior temporal gyrus, or STG) and those implicated generally in ambiguity or competition resolution (the left inferior frontal gyrus, or LIFG) (Adank, 2012; Davis et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2017). Both the STG and LIFG show increasing activation when
listeners categorize digitally-manipulated ambiguous syllables (/da/ vs. /ta/), (Myers, 2007; Myers & Blumstein, 2008), or listen to words that are edited to have a partial phonological overlap with a visually-presented target option (Luthra et al., 2019). These areas also respond to naturally-occurring phonetic competition—prior work from our group found similar regions recruited to process ambiguous phonemes that emerged naturally in continuous speech. Sentences containing more vowel category overlap (sentences with vowels that fell in crowded regions of acoustic space) showed greater activation in LIFG compared to those that contained sounds with less overlap (Xie & Myers, 2018). These findings are consistent with the view that phonetic competition produces cascading effects within the neural systems for speech processing—we ascribe the role of resolving phonetic identity to posterior temporal regions, while mapping to a set of competing lexical items may be handled by the inferior frontal gyrus.

While there is widespread consensus that uncertainty at low levels percolates upwards to higher levels of processing, a longstanding debate concerns the mechanism of top-down feedback on lower levels of processing. Models like TRACE propose direct feedback between the lexical and phonetic levels while models like Shortlist B instantiate the use of top-down information through an offline integration process (McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris et al., 2016; Norris & McQueen, 2008; Strauss et al., 2007). This debate has animated the field for many years, but what remains fairly controversial is that lexical and semantic information does guide interpretation of the acoustic-phonetic signal, helping to resolve low-level ambiguities. Although the current study does not seek to adjudicate between models of speech perception, considering how feedback passes between levels of processing is relevant to how semantic and phonetic signals interact during receptive listening.

Indeed, phonetic ambiguity typically goes unnoticed by the listener precisely because sounds are embedded within lexical or message-level contexts that disambiguate the signal. For instance, in an eye tracking experiment, listeners heard target words with artificially altered initial phonemes (e.g., “panda” sounded more like “banda”). Listeners were quicker to access a target picture when distractors had no overlap with the spoken target word (e.g., “wizard”) compared to when the distractor was a word that was momentarily consistent with the target (e.g., “bandit”), suggesting that lexical access is facilitated when the input is strongly consistent with only one possibility (Luthra et al., 2019). Similarly, Rogers et al. (2017) found increased activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) when phonetic ambiguity also led to lexical ambiguity (e.g., a blend between “blade” and “glade”) but not when lexical information could resolve that ambiguity (e.g., in a blend between “bone” and “ghone”, “bone” is the only likely resolution), indicating that lexical information acts quickly and efficiently to decrease the processing penalty for phonetic ambiguity.

Top-down effects are not limited to the lexicon. While computationally-approximated interactive frameworks of receptive language (McClelland & Elman, 1986; Davis & Sohoglu, 2019) do not explicitly include a “message-level” node, there is a tacit assumption that other top-down sources of information help constrain the set of lexical options. Within this system, a coherent semantic context will activate a group of likely lexical candidates which will in turn boost activation of their constituent phonemes, consistent with evidence that sentence context biases perception of ambiguous phonemes towards the more sensible alternative. For example, a word ambiguous between “goat” and “goatle” will most likely be heard as goatle when embedded in a sentence like “he milked the...” (Bersky et al., 1998), and the effect of this shifted phonetic category boundary can be seen early in the processing stream within the superior temporal lobe (Guediche et al., 2013). Beyond resolving lexical ambiguity, coherent sentence contexts rescue noise-obscured speech (Kalikow et al., 1977; Miller et al., 1951), suggesting that message-level information helps guide bottom-up perceptual processes. For instance, Oblieser et al. (2007) systematically manipulated sentence predictability (high vs. low) as well as the degree of acoustic signal integrity while listeners processed vocoded speech. There was a substantial boost to identification accuracy for high-predictability sentences passed through an 8-band noise-vocoding routine, while low-predictability sentences masked with the same routine were perceived at chance. The effect of context not only helps in noisy environments, but also in perceiving reduced wordforms that commonly populate conversational speech (Ernestus et al., 2002).

Using semantic prediction to facilitate comprehension of noisy or degraded speech involves neural networks implicated in semantics as well as those associated with recruitment of domain-general resources (Obleser et al., 2007; Rysop et al., 2021; Vaden et al., 2017). Rysop and colleagues parametrically manipulated noise levels for semantically predictable and unpredictable sentences, calibrating the noise level to individual participant’s speech reception threshold. They found that semantic predictability differentially drove activation in anterior angular gyrus, supramarginal gyrus and posterior middle temporal gyrus. Notably, the activation difference between high and low semantic predictability was most evident at medium levels of noise—suggesting that the effects of predictability are not linear across the range of noise. This nonlinearity effect across noise levels is reflected in behavioral data; the effects of semantic constraint are greatest when noise levels are challenging, but not impossible (see also Oblieser et al., 2007). The angular gyrus has been specifically implicated in the integration of semantic information with speech obscured by noise (Obleser et al., 2007; Oblieser & Kotz, 2010; Rysop et al., 2021). Similarly, the left (and often right) STG respond to the intelligibility of the signal in noisy or degraded speech, a response which, especially in the posterior portions of the left STG, is modulated by semantic constraint. Although differing in their details, studies have shown that under conditions of higher constraint, the effect of signal degradation is dampened in the STG—suggesting that high semantic constraint tightens the burden on lower-level acoustic-phonetic processing.

Of note, prior studies examining the neural basis of semantic constraint on speech perception manipulated signal quality writ large, resulting in a global degradation of the acoustic signal and reduction of intelligibility. Of interest is whether the same networks emerge when listeners are confronted with natural phonetic variability that increases or decreases phonetic competition without impacting intelligibility. In the current study, we ask whether coherent semantic context diminishes the processing penalty for phonetic ambiguity, since less is known about the neural architecture underlying sentence context effects on phonetic competition resolution. As described above, prior work from our lab showed that when exposed to sentences varying naturally in the degree of phonetic competition, listeners showed increased recruitment of inferior frontal and posterior temporoparietal areas as phonetic ambiguity increased (Xie & Myers, 2018). However, by design, the stimuli were nonsensical (e.g., “The trout is straight and also writes brass”), and as such contained no semantic cues that could limit potential lexical alternatives. An open question is whether phonetic competition effects persist within semantically meaningful sentences, or whether sentence predictability constrains lexical, and therefore phonetic, interpretation to the extent that naturally-occurring phonetic variation poses no processing cost. To our knowledge, the question of whether naturally-occurring phonetic variation within semantically constrained sentences taxes the language processing system has yet to be explored. To probe this question, we varied the degree of word predictability based on surrounding sentence context. Theoretically, activation of multiple lexical candidates may be boosted to increase passive thresholds and in a sentence like “he milked the...” (Bersky et al., 1998), and the effect of this shifted phonetic category boundary can be seen early in the processing stream within the superior temporal lobe (Guediche et al., 2013). Beyond resolving lexical ambiguity, coherent sentence contexts rescue noise-obscured speech (Kalikow et al., 1977; Miller et al., 1951), suggesting that message-level information helps guide bottom-up perceptual processes. For instance, Oblieser et al. (2007) systematically manipulated sentence predictability (high vs. low) as well as the degree
that unfolded either predictively or non-predictively. To control for lexical competition driven by competition at the acoustic-phonetic level (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), identical content words were used in both highly-predictive and non-predictive sentences (albeit in different orders and combinations). Phonetic competition was also equated across sentence types. At issue is whether sensitivity to phonetic competition persists when semantic context constrains the number of possible lexical alternatives (and thus also constrains the phonetic interpretations of ambiguous phonemes). As such, we anticipate a reduction in neural sensitivity to phonetic competition in highly predictive sentences. However, in non-predictive sentences, we expect to find similar semantic coherence in non-predictive sentences will drive positively-graded activation. By minimizing differences between sentences to isolate semantic predictability, we can specifically investigate how phonetic competition is processed depending on the availability of top-down information to constrain lexical selection.

2. Methods

2.1. Stimuli

2.1.1. Norming: predictability

Sentences that varied in their semantic predictability were adapted from Kalikow et al. (1977) and Bradlow and Alexander (2007). In a series of studies, hosted through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform, we normed the predictability of key words in each sentence. Using a Cloze procedure presented in Qualtrics, participants were instructed to fill in the blank with the first word that came to mind given the rest of the sentence text, e.g., “The soccer player ____ a goal.” The position of the omitted content word in the sentence was counterbalanced across participants, and no participant saw a sentence more than once. In spoken language processing, listeners only have the prior sentence context available to judge the predictability of the upcoming input (e.g., “The soccer ____ ...”). We elected to measure the predictability of individual key words given the entire context (both before and after the key word) because the temporal resolution of fMRI prevents definitive separation of incremental context processing from the wrap-up effects of the predictability of the entire sentence. Our approach of using the full sentence context and one missing word gives us a more holistic measure of the predictability of each sentence.

Adults ($n = 225$) between the ages of 18 and 45 were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. All participants were located in the United States, indicated that they were native speakers of North American English, and had not completed the task in a previous session. Thirteen participants were excluded for not following instructions (filling in multi-word phrases or obvious nonwords) or for failing to complete the entire task. After exclusions, $n = 212$ participants contributed to all subsequent analyses (82 females, 130 males; mean age = 32, SD = 5.9).

A preliminary set of sentences (75 each highly-predictive and non-predictive) were normed with 18 participant responses for each Cloze position (range of 2–4 positions per sentence). Sentences in the highly-predictive category were culled if the final word was predicted less than 30% of the time (i.e., fewer than 5/18 participants guessed the intended word). After culling, 65 highly-predictive sentences remained. We created 65 non-predictive sentences to match the number of highly-predictive sentences. To equate lexical frequency and phonological neighborhood density across highly-predictive and non-predictive sentence sets, a subset of the non-predictive sentences was rearranged to maintain the content words present in the final highly-predictive set, such that the collection of content words was identical in highly-predictive and non-predictive sentences. The resulting non-predictive sentences were normed with 10 participant responses at each Cloze position. The percentage predictability was capped at ≤20% correct (2/10 participants) at the final position to be considered sufficiently non-predictive.

Predictability was analyzed at two levels: global (mean predictability of content words across the entire sentence) and only at the final word (see Fig. 1 for an example). A two-sample $t$-test confirmed a statistically significant difference between the two sentence sets at both levels. Globally, content words in highly-predictive contexts were guessed with greater frequency than those same content words in non-predictive contexts (average proportion correct highly vs. non: 0.54 vs. 0.02 respectively; $t(128) = 23.21$, $p < 0.001$; see Supplementary Materials). An identical pattern appeared when only assessing the predictability of the final word (0.72 for highly-predictive vs. 0.01 for non-predictive; $t(128) = 26.61$, $p < 0.001$).

This set of 65 highly-predictive and 65 non-predictive sentences were presented during the MRI session as critical trials while 14 additional sentences served as catch trials (seven each highly-predictive and non-predictive). The last author, a female native speaker of North American English, produced each sentence a total of six times. Recording occurred in a sound-isolated room with a microphone and digital recorder that sampled at 44.1 kHz. Final tokens were selected based on natural prosody and clarity of pronunciation. Stimuli were individually normalized to 70 dB root mean square amplitude. Acoustic analyses were conducted in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2018) for the 130 critical sentences.

2.1.2. Acoustic measures

Acoustic measures included the mean and standard deviation of pitch (F0) and duration. These measures were statistically equivalent across highly and non-predictive sentences (see Supplementary Materials). Non-predictive sentences were marginally longer than highly predictive sentences (high vs. non: 1812 vs. 1879 ms, $t(128) = -1.94$, $p = 0.05$), and the range in duration for all sentences was between 1406 and 2457 ms. There was no difference in mean pitch ($t(128) = 1.89$, $p = 0.06$) nor variation in the standard deviation of F0 ($t(128) = 1.71$, $p = 0.09$).

2.1.3. Vowel properties

To assess the degree of sentence-by-sentence phonetic competition, we followed procedures in Xie and Myers (2018) to analyze the acoustics of all stressed vowels. Vowel boundaries were identified in a first pass using the Penn Forced Aligner (Yuan & Liberman, 2008). The first author then manually adjusted the output boundaries to ensure full capture of each stressed vowel. The midpoints of F1 and F2 were extracted using GSU Praat Tools (Owren, 2008). We chose to use the midpoint values of F1 and F2 for monophthongs as well as for diphthongs to fairly represent all vowel types present in the stimuli and to compare vowels along the same metric.

Notably, the mean and standard deviation of F1 and F2 of each vowel type did not differ across highly-predictive and non-predictive sentence sets (see Supplementary Materials). One sentence containing the vowel category /ɔɪ/ was omitted from all analyses (acoustic and fMRI), as it
only appeared in a single instance (“lawyer” in the highly-predictive set).

We estimated the amount of phonetic competition for each vowel using procedures established in previous publications (Wright, 2004). Put simply, if a particular vowel token was only surrounded by tokens that belong to the same category, that vowel token would have a low phonetic competition value. Conversely, if a vowel token occupies an acoustic space crowded by vowels of different categories, that token would have a high value of phonetic competition. The average of the inverse squared distances from a given vowel token to every other vowel token belonging to a different phonetic category was calculated for each stressed vowel. The resulting values were then log-transformed. To visualize this more intuitively, Fig. 2B applies a blue-to-red gradient for low-to-high phonetic competition. A vowel token with a blue shading has a relatively lower degree of phonetic competition than a token shaded in red.

2.1.4. Norming: Intelligibility

To ensure high intelligibility across both sets of sentences, 10 native English speakers (females = 9, males = 1) transcribed all 144 sentences (130 critical and 14 catch sentences). These 10 participants did not participate in either the predictability norming or the main fMRI experiment. Assessment of transcription accuracy of content words between highly and non-predictive sets confirmed no difference in intelligibility (high versus non: 93.8% (SD = 0.24), 95.4% (SD = 0.21); t (128) = -0.39, p = 0.7).

2.2. Participants: fMRI

Twenty-four adults (21–36 years of age, females = 15, males = 9) were recruited from the University of Connecticut community. All indicated that they were right-handed, native monolingual speakers of North American English, and had no hearing or vision deficits. One female participant was excluded due to excessive motion in the scanner, resulting in n = 23 for all further analyses. All participants provided written consent per the guidelines by the University of Connecticut’s Institutional Review Board. After obtaining written consent, all participants were screened for MRI safety (no ferromagnetic materials). Participants were paid for their time and debriefed after completion of the fMRI task.

2.3. fMRI design and procedure

Before entering the scanner, participants were told that they were going to listen to sentences through headphones, and that occasionally a word would appear on the screen. Participants held an MRI-compatible button box in one hand and were instructed to press the button under their index finger if they heard the word in the previous sentence, or the button under their middle finger if they did not hear the word in the previous sentence. To ensure that participants fully understood the task instructions, they completed four practice trials (taken from the set of 14 catch sentences) during acquisition of the anatomical scan. Participants were also told to remain still and to keep their eyes open. Accuracy on catch trials were analyzed post-scan to confirm that all participants responded appropriately. All stimuli were presented using OpenSesame v3.2.8 (Mathôt et al., 2012).

The fMRI experiment consisted of five runs presented in a fixed order across all participants. Trials within each run were presented in a fixed and pseudorandom order, which was determined using the OptSeq2 tool (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/). Each run had 13 highly-predictive trials, 13 non-predictive trials, and two catch trials; for a total of 28 stimulus presentations per run (see Fig. 2D for schematic). No content words were repeated within a run. For the catch trials, the probe word was in the sentence 50% of the time. Catch trials were modeled into the participant-level regressions but not analyzed at the group-level.

Trials were presented at SOAs ranging from 4 to 16 s, in multiples of 4 s, with a total of 84 volumes per run. All auditory stimuli were delivered through MRI-compatible headphones (Avotech Silent Scan SS-3300, Stuart, FL) and responses for the catch trials were recorded with an MRI-compatible button box (Current Designs, 932, Philadelphia, PA).

2.4. fMRI acquisition

A 3-T Siemens Prisma scanner (Erlanger, Germany) collected anatomical and functional MRI data. A multiecho magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE: repetition time [TR] = 2400 ms, echo time = 2.98 ms, inversion time = 1000 ms, 0.8-mm$^3$}
isotropic voxels, $300 \times 320$ matrix) was used to acquire the high resolution 3-D T1-weighted anatomical images, reconstructed into 208 slices. The functional EPIs were collected in a rapid, sparse sampling design, with the functional volumes acquired in 1000 ms and followed by 3000 ms of silence where the auditory stimuli were played (effective TR = 4000 ms). All auditory stimuli began 254 ms into the silent gap between scans. Functional EPIs were collected in an ascending, inter-leaved order with an accelerated multiband sequence (52 slices, 2.5-mm thick, $2 \times 2 \times 2$ mm$^3$ in-plane resolution, $110 \times 110$ matrix, $220 \text{mm}^2$ field of view, flip angle = 62).

### 2.5. fMRI data analysis

Functional and anatomical fMRI images were analyzed using AFNI (Cox, 1996). Preprocessing consisted of transforming the images from an oblique to cardinal orientation, then correcting for motion using a six-parameter rigid body transform that were then aligned to each participant’s reconstructed anatomical images. This was followed by normalization to Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) and spatial smoothing with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel. All motion and signal fluctuation outliers were eliminated following standard procedures. Individual participant masks were created using their respective anatomical data to restrict functional data to voxels located within the brain. Those individual masks were then combined to create a group-level mask with overlapping voxels for at least 21 out of 23 participants. We created three time series vectors for each participant: highly-predictive trials, non-predictive trials, and catch trials. Two participants had a single accidental button press during a non-catch trial; these instances were moved to the catch trial time series file. The vectors were aligned to stimulus onset for each sentence type (highly-predictive, non-predictive, and catch trials). Each vector was convolved with a canonical gamma HRF. The three condition vectors were regressed with six nuisance movement parameters (generated during preprocessing) which resulted in by-voxel fit coefficients for each condition, for each participant.

A second analysis investigated the interaction between phonetic competition and semantic predictability (for distribution, see Fig. 2A). The participant-level regression was completed with an amplitude-modulated approach in AFNI using the -stim_times AM2 flag in 3dDeconvolve. Sentence-level measures of phonetic competition (see Fig. 2C) were added as a second regressor to the time series vectors as described above (excluding catch trials). Additionally, sentence-level values for lexical frequency (SUBTLWF, Balota et al., 2007) and phonological neighborhood density from the IPED (Vaden et al., 2009) were included as third and fourth regressors to model out their influence. All continuous regressors were log-transformed, values for content words were averaged across each sentence, then mean-centered. Convolution was done with the stereotypical gamma HRF, and the same six nuisance regressors as described above were also included. We generated amplitude-modulated by-voxel fit coefficients for each participant for both conditions of interest.

For each analysis, we performed group-level comparisons with an ANOVA (using 3dANOVA2, AFNI). The first was an estimation of the main effect of predictability (highly-predictive versus non-predictive). Highly-predictive and non-predictive beta coefficients were also compared to an implicit baseline. The second group-level analysis searched for the hypothesized interaction between sentence predictability and phonetic competition. The outputs of both group-level analyses were convolved with a small-volume corrected group mask that was constrained with the following bilateral anatomically-defined language regions: angular gyrus, superior parietal lobule, inferior parietal lobule, supramarginal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, Heschl’s gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, insula, middle frontal gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, and inferior frontal gyrus (see Fig. 3C). Outputs were also subject to cluster thresholding, determined by running 10,000 Monte Carlo iterations on the small-volume corrected group mask. The -acf flag in 3dFWE and 3dClustSim in AFNI estimated spatial smoothness and generated the voxel-and-cluster-level thresholds to minimize instances of false-positives in the fMRI data. Data thresholds were set at a corrected threshold of $p < 0.05$ (voxelwise threshold of $p < 0.05$, 2-sided thresholding, 274 contiguous voxels).

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Effects of predictability

The comparison of non-predictive trials with highly-predictive trials revealed a large cluster in the left superior temporal gyrus (STG) extending from anterior regions to the temporoparietal junction (see Fig. 3A, Table 1). All regions showed greater activity during non-predictive trials than in highly-predictive trials.

#### 3.2. Interactions between phonetic competition and predictability

To test our primary question about the interaction between phonetic competition and semantic predictability, we first looked at the effect of phonetic competition in non-predictive sentences compared to highly-predictive sentences. Lexical frequency and phonological neighborhood density were also included as regressors to control for their potential influence. Three regions showed differences in their response to phonetic competition as a function of semantic predictability: left angular gyrus (AG) extending into the superior portion of the left posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTG), the left inferior middle frontal gyrus (LMFG), and the pars orbitalis region of the left inferior frontal...

![Fig. 3. (A) Non-predictive versus highly-predictive trials. Clusters corrected at $p < 0.05$ (voxelwise $p < 0.05$, 274 contiguous voxels). (B) Results of amplitude-modulated phonetic competition in non-predictive trials compared to implicit baseline. All regions show a negative correlation with variability in phonetic competition. (C) Language regions used for the small-volume group mask.]
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compared to unpredictive contexts. If listeners use predictable semantic automatic during passive listening, there are different processing demands, thus minimizing task-induced involvement of frontal regions. As we detail below, LIFG activation only emerged when considering the phonetic competition within non-predictive contexts. However, for phonetic competition in non-predictive sentences we saw similar regions as found in the initial interaction (Fig. 3B), but the left middle frontal gyrus cluster no longer emerged. Notably, by-trial phonetic competition showed a negative correlation with activity in the left AG/MTG and anterior LIFG clusters.

To characterize the interaction between phonetic competition and sentence predictability discovered in the amplitude modulated regression, we extracted by-trial beta weights for every participant within the three ROIs that emerged in the omnibus analysis. By-trial beta estimates were then averaged across participants and plotted by condition (see Table 1). We details below, LIFG activation only emerged when considering the joint effects of semantic predictability and phonetic competition, leaving it more likely that this region integrates across multiple levels of uncertainty in the signal.

### 4.1. Left superior temporal gyrus responds to semantic predictability

Even during passive listening and in highly intelligible speech, sentence predictability modulates activation. Specifically, we found increased activity in left STG for semantically non-predictive contexts compared to highly-predictive contexts. Other work routinely reports increased recruitment of left STG for processing semantically unrelated cue-target words in semantic priming paradigms and for auditory sentence processing after presentation of a nonword cue (Minucci et al., 2013; Rissman et al., 2003). In both studies, participants performed a lexical decision task on the target word of single word prime-target pairs. While our task did not require explicit decision making, we propose that there are similar underlying neural processes for assessing semantic relatedness across word pairs as for whole sentences. Indeed, there is evidence that suggests that listening to semantically coherent vs. anomalous sentences drives activity in left STG, with greater activation for sentences with semantic anomalies (Friederici et al., 2003). Although our sentences were all semantically coherent, the content of non-predictive sentences was far more unusual than the highly-predictive sentences—it is perhaps unsurprising to see similar neural patterns for perceiving semantically disjointed stimuli.

Left STG is also associated with processing novel auditory stimuli. Recruitment of STG is observed for listening to novel auditory tones compared to nontarget stimuli (Kiehl et al., 2001; Müller et al., 2002). This phenomenon is paralleled in the speech domain, such that exposure to novel nonwords correlates with increased activity in left STG (Rausschecker et al., 2008). In our study, sensitivity of the STG to auditory novelty could extend to processing non-predictive sentences. For example, the sentence “we sat in the snow by the pool” is likely a more novel message compared to “swimming is common at the pool.” Predictability in semantically coherent stimuli also tends to recruit prefrontal regions (Badre et al., 2005; Copland et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2012), which is notably absent in the analysis contrasting predictable with non-predictable sentences. Prefrontal cortex is thought to direct goal or task-related behaviors (see Alvarez & Emery, 2006; Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000, for reviews) and its recruitment is most commonly seen in speech processing tasks that require metalinguistic lexical or semantic judgments, which may not reflect the processing demands of typical phonological comprehension (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004). Our task did not require listeners to make explicit semantic or metalinguistic judgments, thus minimizing task-induced involvement of frontal regions. As we detail below, LIFG activation only emerged when considering the joint effects of semantic predictability and phonetic competition, leaving it more likely that this region integrates across multiple levels of uncertainty in the signal.

### 4.2. Highly predictive contexts reduce processing cost of phonetic ambiguity

While Xie and Myers (2018) showed that a network of regions responded to phonetic competition in nonsense sentences, of interest is whether those effects persist when listeners can engage normal comprehension processes once words are embedded within semantically meaningful sentence contexts. One region, the left MFG, showed an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area Cluster Size in Voxels</th>
<th>Maximum Intensity Coordinates (x, y, z)</th>
<th>Maximum t Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-predictive &gt; highly predictive&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>-53 -5 -4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Clusters corrected at p < 0.05 (voxel level p < 0.05, 274 contiguous voxels).

<sup>b</sup> Results of the amplitude-modulated analysis. The above clusters correlated significantly with by-trial phonetic competition beyond what could be attributed to event timing. Variability attributed to lexical frequency and phonological neighborhood density were also regressed out. Cluster size of 274 contiguous voxels at a voxelwise threshold of p < 0.001 (cluster level p < 0.05, 274 contiguous voxels).
interaction between semantic constraint and phonetic ambiguity resulting in increasing activation as a function of phonetic competition—a pattern that replicates findings from our prior work (Xie & Myers, 2018). Extending the interpretation from that study, we suggest that this response reflects the cascade of phonetic ambiguity to the lexical level—recruiting regions involved in lexical selection.

The MFG cluster was an exception from the general trend, namely that sensitivity to phonetic competition was greatly diminished in highly-predictive sentences. When we considered sentence-by-sentence variability of phonetic competition in highly-predictive (and necessarily highly semantically coherent) sentences, we found no clusters that significantly responded to phonetic competition. We cannot simply attribute these results to a lack of attention to the stimuli—participants’ high degree of accuracy on catch trials suggests continued engagement in the task. However, if strong message-level context sufficiently activates lexical items, this may diminish attention to the acoustic signal or decrease reliance on phonetic-level competition resolution (Gaston & Marantz, 2018). For instance, when listening to the sentence, “For your birthday, I baked a ___” the final word is strongly predicted by the preceding context (i.e., “cake”). If phonetic competition in the bottom-up signal leads listeners to some confusion about the final word (e.g., “cake” or “kick”), this competition will quickly be resolved by context. Beyond accurate anticipation of a single word at the end of a phrase, the entire message is also highly internally coherent. Thus, small phonetic ambiguities likely do not affect the rapid and accurate lexical selection that occurs during continuous speech perception.

The assertion that strong semantic cues can overcome degraded or ambiguous acoustic–phonetic signals is a highly consistent effect across neuroimaging and behavioral studies. Speech-in-noise is more intelligible when embedded in highly-predictive contexts compared to semantically unpredictive or anomalous contexts (Boothroyd & Nittrouer, 1988; Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Golas et al., 1970; Kalikow et al., 1977; Miller et al., 1951). In addition to the benefit of semantic information for speech-in-noise, there are also reports of increased intelligibility for synthesized or accented speech when listeners are provided with broader conversational discourse (Drager & Reichle, 2001) as well as from context gleaned from a single sentence (Behrman & Akhund, 2013; Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Clopper, 2012). While the current study only included highly-intelligible sentences presented in silence, it is clear that semantic context helps to disambiguate speech sounds at multiple levels.

**4.3. Phonetic ambiguity weakens top-down influence in non-predictive contexts**

There were robust effects of phonetic competition within non-predictive sentences. Surprisingly, unlike prior findings from our lab (Xie & Myers, 2018), these results show a negatively-graded relationship between by-sentence measures of phonetic competition and activity in the pars orbitalis of the LIFG and left AG/MTG. While at odds with results from Xie and Myers, these data suggest that a flexible cortical network rapidly integrates sentence-level context with the incoming acoustic–phonetic signal to select lexical items.

Broadly, these results are consistent with spreading activation models of language processing (McClelland & Elman, 1986), where competition at the phonetic level is thought to cascade to lexical levels of processing (thus activating multiple lexical targets). Within a hierarchical processing structure, weak activation at one level will necessarily lead to weaker activation in all other levels. When semantic predictability is low, increased phonetic competition could lead to more

---

1 For the current stimuli, global (full sentence) and final word Cloze predictability values were highly correlated ($r = 0.91, p < 0.01$), thus preventing clean separation to explore potentially distinct interactions of top-down context with acoustic–phonetic representations.
widespread activation of lexical competitors such that more lexical items are weakly activated, resulting in overall weaker lexical activation. Alternatively, low semantic predictability coupled with high phonetic competition may elicit greater uncertainty about each lexical candidate, leading to weaker activation for each candidate without changing the number of competing representations. Our findings do not distinguish between these two possibilities, as both predict weaker activation for each lexical competitor (regardless of the number of competitors), ultimately leading to weaker semantic activation. This interpretation is consistent with the regions that are modulated in the current study, left IFG (pars orbitalis) and left angular gyrus, which, as we review below, both play a role in semantic structure-building (Badre et al., 2005; Sharp et al., 2010).

A paradoxical finding in the current study is that greater phonetic competition leads to less activation in LIFG (pars orbitalis) and left AG/MTG, whereas in a prior study, greater phonetic competition led to greater activation in a similar, but distinct set of areas. Notably, in Xie and Myers (2018), all sentences were nonsensical (e.g., “Relax the idea of the thin graceful code”). We hypothesize that participants in the prior study may have engaged in a word-by-word rather than structure-building processing strategy, and that they did not recruit mechanisms for semantic assembly. If listeners are not attempting to assemble a coherent meaning, effects of phonetic competition would be free to emerge without modulation from the context of the containing sentence. As such, the observed patterns of activation in LIPL and LIFG (pars triangularis/opercularis) in Xie and Myers (2018) were interpreted as resolving competition between multiple phonological and lexical alternatives. Critically, in a post-hoc comparison of regions activated in Xie and Myers (2018) and the current study, overlap was only found for the MFG clusters and not for LIFG and angular gyrus clusters. Dynamically selecting the appropriate contextual constraint, be that lexical or sentential, is consistent with proposed theoretical frameworks that consider how uncertainty unfolds during speech perception (Heald & Nusbaum, 2014). This further supports our suggestion that different speech processing strategies were chosen based on the availability of broader sentence context.

This pattern is broadly consistent with work from Blank et al. (2016), who showed, using a multivariate analysis approach, that when top-down expectations were strong, decreased sensory detail (in this case, a 4-channel filtered signal) led to a sharpened representation of the speech signal. The opposite pattern was found when there were no top-down expectations. This result is congruent with a prediction error account, where the degree of mismatch between the predicted input (top-down cues from context or expectation) and the actual input (quality and content of the bottom-up signal) drives activation patterns. Interpreting the current findings within this framework, we suggest that when top-down expectation is weak (i.e., non-predictive contexts), enhanced signal clarity (i.e., less phonetic competition) sharpens or increases the precision of the neural signal. However, we cannot draw a direct parallel between these studies (and thus an explicit test of the prediction error account) due to differences in the imaging methods—a multivariate approach in Blank et al. (2016) and a univariate approach in the current study.

4.3.1. LIFG and left AG/MTG sensitivity to the strength of the semantic message

Both LIFG and left AG/MTG have been linked to semantic processing. The LIFG is anatomically connected to the left AG/MTG via the third branch of the superior longitudinal fasciculus (Makris et al., 2005) as well as functionally connected (for review, see Hagoort, 2014). LIFG is implicated in a range of language-related cognitive functions ranging from phonetic categorization (Myers, 2007; Rogers et al., 2017) to resolving semantic competition (Grindrod et al., 2008; Hirshhorn & Thompson-Schill, 2006). The majority of studies investigating the role of LIFG in linguistic processing involve active decision making, raising the question if the prefrontal cortex is necessary for receptive language processing (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004). Our results, as well as those in Xie and Myers (2018), found LIFG activity driven by the degree of by-trial phonetic competition with a simple passive listening task, thus overcoming the active-task confound.

LIFG may serve as an integration site between uncertainty at multiple levels of the language hierarchy. A posterior to anterior functional gradient within the LIFG (Hagoort, 2013; Poldrack et al., 1999) ascribes phonological processing to posterior regions (pars opercularis) while semantic and lexical processing functions tend to cluster towards anterior regions (pars orbitalis). For instance, Badre et al. (2005) found that activation of anterior portions of the LIFG (BA 47) depended on the strength of semantic association between cue and target word pairs. Other work associates anterior LIFG with resolving competition between semantic alternatives (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997) or with switching between semantic categories (Hirshhorn & Thompson-Schill, 2006). In the lens of our proposed framework, anterior LIFG activation could reflect the ease of constructing a semantic message while balancing phonetic ambiguity and message predictability.

A large body of previous work implicates left angular gyrus in processing semantic information as well as in predictive processing more broadly (see Seghier, 2013, for review). This region is reliably modulated by lexico-semantic information within tasks that require participants to make decisions along semantic dimensions (Démonet et al., 1992; Petersen et al., 1988; Sharp et al., 2010; Thompson-Schill et al., 1997). Studies also suggest that left AG/MTG is important at the sentence level for processing syntactic information (Ni et al., 2000) as well as overall sentence meaning (Humphries et al., 2007). While we did not find a main effect of semantic predictability in this region (perhaps due to the passivity of the task), we did find that left AG/MTG shows a different activation pattern depending on the strength of the sentence-wide message in relation to the speech signal. Notably, studies tend to find that left AG/MTG activation increases when semantic processing demands also increase (Hagoort, 2013; Mashal et al., 2009; Ye & Zhou, 2009). We found the opposite effect, as there was a decrease in activity in this region while processing non-predictive, and thus more semantically demanding, sentences as phonetic competition increased. There is some evidence to suggest that activation of the inferior parietal cortex (which includes the angular gyrus) is weaker when a highly degraded speech signal is paired with disrupted access to semantic knowledge (Obleser & Kotz, 2010). It is not unreasonable to view increasing phonetic competition as a type of “degradation”, though to a much lesser degree than occurs in a noise-vocoded mask. Our data indicate that left AG/MTG is sensitive to both the quality of the incoming acoustic–phonetic information as well as the overarching semantics of the message. So, as the bottom-up speech signal becomes increasingly convoluted, this region fails to construct a message-level representation.

5. Conclusion

The current study, in combination with prior literature, highlights the interactive nature of spoken language processing. Sensitivity to temporary ambiguities in the bottom-up signal (that is, the effects of phonetic competition) depend on sentence context itself. We found that the strength of the semantic message influences the importance of bottom-up phonetic signals in the LIFG and left tempo-parietal junction. Listeners are adept at dynamically allocating neural processing resources that reflect the relative reliability of the signal at multiple levels of processing—consistent with our finding that phonetic competition effects disappear in highly-predictive sentences. A potential avenue for future experimentation could be in characterizing the role of attention when there is fluctuating semantic constraint. There is evidence to suggest that listener attention modulates perception of lexicality during lexically guided perceptual learning studies (Mirmat et al., 2008; Pitt & Szostak, 2012). A theoretically interesting question is whether listeners’ attention can be flexibly routed to either processing message-level information or on a word-by-word basis during
continuous speech perception. Taken together, these data suggest that natural variability in the speech signal interacts with semantic processing, such that the strength of semantic coherence moderates the influence of phonetic ambiguity during receptive listening.
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